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Executive Summary
The proposed project is to simulate the effects of a renewable energy generation system in a microgrid
context to the distribution grid system. The proposed project is to simulate the combination of renewable
distributed generation and a battery system to assess the effects during critical conditions such as power
system peak.
A research opportunity is to investigate how existing tools can be applied to properly representing ynamic
and transient behaviors of microgrids. Therefore, in this project we propose using simulation tools to odel
a microgrid and investigate how well we can reproduce its measured behavior in the field.
This project report summarizes three on-going tasks: 1) Microgrid power management scheme analysis;
2) Control and operation of a battery system in a microgrid; 3) Impacts of pulse power loads on a
microgrid.
Microgrid power management scheme analysis: With the increasing use of renewable energy resources
and energy storage devices, inverter-based distributed energy resources (DERs) become the important
components in microgrids. As diesel generators with direct ac connections are the current most cost
effective and reliable power sources, the stability investigation of microgrids should include both types of
DERs. In this project, dynamics of diesel generation are included and the interaction of the diesel
generators and the inverter-based DERs will be investigated using eigenvalue analysis and time-domain
simulations. The significant contributions of this research project include: 1) identification of the stability
problem in microgrids with inverter-based DERs and conventional generators and 2) investigation of the
interaction problem of inverter-based DERs and conventional generators in islanded microgrids..
Control and operation of a battery system in a microgrid: the objective of this task is to investigate the
control strategies of a Li-Ion battery group with a PV array within a microgrid. At the grid-connected
mode, the battery and the PV array operate at power control mode, while at the autonomous mode the
battery provides voltage and frequency control instead. The contributions of this work include: (i) a
detailed model of battery including state of charge (SOC) modeling, short-time and long-time transient
characteristics and a detailed model of PV array have been built; and (ii) effective control strategies for a
battery with the PV array system to operate at both the grid-connected and the autonomous modes have
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been developed. A test microgrid consisting of a voltage source converter (VSC) interfaced battery, a PV
array, passive loads and an induction machine is built in PSCAD/EMTDC. Simulations are carried out
and demonstrate the proposed control strategies could coordinate independent distributed generation
effectively..
Impacts of pulse power loads on a microgrid: the objective is to investigate the pulse power load (PPL)
impact on the stability of a microgrid with power electronic converters. The PPLs are largely employed in
areas of high power radars, lasers, high energy physics experiments and weapon systems such as rail
guns. The peak power of a pulse load can be vary from several hundred kilowatts to several hundred
megawatts and the time duration is typically from microseconds to seconds. Hence for the proposed work,
a microgrid with Voltage Source Converter (VSC) based inverters and synchronous generators are
considered in order to provide better approach towards the smart grid. The study is conducted in
PSCAD/EMTDC and Matlab/SimPowersystems.
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